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About
Artista

Artista offers courses and tailored workshops for young and old in various
forms of visual art, both in her own studio and on location.
Artista has years of experience in organizing and teaching courses and workshops in the field of visual arts.
You can contact us for regular courses in our workshop in Ermelo, where you can choose from a variety of
art forms. We also organize customized workshops, both in our own studio and on location. Even for an
adventurous creative holiday abroad you've come to the right place with us.

Let your creativity flow
and an original work of art
will be the result!

Possibilities

Courses
Drawing and painting
Glass mosaics
Open studio

Tailored workshops
Individual workshops
Outings with friends
Company events, team building
Holiday workshops
Guest lectures at schools, associations, clubs, etc.

Creative holidays in Greece
Drawing and painting
Sculpting
Mosaics

Drawing and
painting

Drawing and painting
In the drawing and painting course you will experiment with various techniques.
You can choose to work with pencil or charcoal, and it is possible to paint with watercolours as well as with
acrylic and oil paint.
Everyone works from his/her own ideas and topics.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

Glass mosaics

Glass mosaics
You are going to work with glass mosaics.
You will represent your design on a plate.
Based on your own idea you glue the stones on the surface, after which you finish your work off with grout.
It is also possible to create a mosaic image on a surface selected by yourself.
For example, a table, a mirror, or another subject.
In that case the rate depends on the surface to be covered.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

Tailored
workshops

Tailored workshops
Are you looking for an original interpretation of your party, incentive trip, creative team building, artistic
afternoon at school or otherwise?
Artista organizes creative workshops in one of their studios or on location, for groups of 1 to 8 persons. Most
activities and workshops for larger groups can also be arranged at a location of your choice.
How about painting amidst the beautiful nature of the Veluwe, Holland? A social gathering with your
closest friends while drawing, painting, or creating mosaics?
You name it, we will arrange it.
In concert we put together a program according to your wishes and ideas. The costs depend on the
desired number of participants and the selected content of the workshop.
Feel free to call or email us for more information.

Open Studio

Open Studio
Do you love to draw or paint, but at home you just don't get to it? Come to our open studio in Ermelo,
Holland, and get inspired and stimulated.
You work according to your own ideas and with your own materials.
Of course, there are materials present in the studio, which you can use for an additional fee.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

Company outings
Team building

Relaxed company outing and /or creative team building
Are you looking for an artistic interpretation for a leisurely company outing or a creative teambuilding?
Get inspired by our experience, creativity, and know-how.
There are countless opportunities to be creative together in small and larger groups. One can work
according to pre-discussed themes, or entirely free, intuitively. Each participant makes his/her own work,
or all participants work together on one single work. This is also great as a lasting memory; a jointly crafted
company artwork.
The big advantage of this type of activity is that the daily roles of the workplace disappear temporarily.
Everyone is equal. They work together in a different way, which may lead to new insights. Collaborating in
another field also makes that people listen to each other's ideas and opinions. In addition, many people
will discover his or her own creativity, but above all it will be perceived as a relaxing day out with colleagues
together, which will enhance communication and cooperation.
Company workshops can be arranged at virtually any desired location.
The costs depend on the desired number of participants, duration and the selected content of the
workshop, and the location.
Feel free to call or email us for more information.

Holiday
workshops

Holiday workshops in and around Ermelo, Holland
On holiday in Ermelo and fancy a creative workshop?
At Artista in Ermelo, The Netherlands, you can attend a single or multi-day creative holiday workshop in
painting or mosaics. In consultation we put together a program based on your wishes and ideas. You can
paint in our studio or at your holiday accommodation, or, depending on the weather, in the beautiful
nature of the Veluwe, or a combination of both. Creating mosaics is possible in our studio or at your holiday
address.
The costs depend on the desired number of participants, duration and the selected content of the
workshop, and the location.
Feel free to call or email us for more information.

Guest lectures

Guest lectures at schools, associations, companies, institutions, and clubs
Artista provides guest lectures and art projects at schools.
We create customized educational programs at all levels from primary to secondary, higher,
vocational, and special education. We also arrange workshops for teachers.
For art projects, see our special brochure 'Art projects'.
Feel free to call or email us for more information.

Creative
holidays
in Greece

Workshops for beginners and advanced under the Greek sun
Enjoy drawing, painting, sculpting, and creating mosaics in Greece.
You can join our creative workshops at various special locations in Greece in the months of May, June, and
September.
Week package including 4-day painting workshop on Andros
Week package including 4-day sculpting workshop on Tinos
Week package including 4-day mosaic workshop on Crete
You can also combine our workshops with a self-booked package. In that case you take care of your own
transportation to our meeting point and only pay for the 4-day workshop.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

Painting
on Andros

4-day painting workshop for beginners and advanced on Andros
Four mornings, from 09:30 until 13:00 hrs, you can draw and paint to your heart's content in the beautiful,
varied nature of the Greek island of Andros.
Week package Andros, including 4-day painting workshop, 7 nights in an accommodation incl. breakfast,
transportation to/from painting locations, and optional excursions.
The groups consist of 4 to 12 participants and the painting course is excl. materials. Experience has shown
that most people prefer to work with their own materials. We will make sure that paint and brushes are
present, in case you miss something, but please bring your own familiar materials with you.
At 09:00 hrs we leave for the location where we will paint, which may be by the sea or inland. We work until
around noon, after which we go on excursions or return to our accommodation.
You can also combine our workshops with a self-booked package. In that case you take care of your own
transportation to our meeting point and only pay for the 4-day workshop.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

Sculpting
on Tinos

4-day sculpting workshop for beginners and advanced on Tinos
Four mornings, from 09:30 until 13:00 hrs, you will be taught the ancient techniques of traditional Greek
marble sculpting as well as modern tweaks of nowadays marble art.
Week package Tinos, including 4-day sculpting workshop, 7 nights in an accommodation incl. breakfast,
transportation to/from the sculpting workshop, and optional excursions.
The groups consist of 4 to 12 participants and the painting course is incl. materials.
At 09:00 hrs we leave for the sculpting workshop. We work until around noon, after which we go on
excursions or return to our accommodation.
A small marble object can be made to take home with you as a nice souvenir and reminder of your
creative holiday on Tinos.
You can also combine our workshops with a self-booked package. In that case you take care of your own
transportation to our meeting point and only pay for the 4-day workshop.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

Mosaic course
on Crete

4-day mosaic workshop for beginners and advanced on Crete
Four mornings from 09:30 until 13:00 hrs you will be taught the ancient techniques of traditional Greek
mosaics as well as modern tweaks of nowadays mosaic art.
Week package Crete, including 4-day mosaic workshop, 7 nights in an accommodation incl. breakfast,
and optional excursions.
The groups consist of 4 to 12 participants and the painting course is incl. materials.
A small object can be made to take home as a nice souvenir to remember your creative holiday on Crete.
You can also combine our workshops with a self-booked package. In that case you take care of your own
transportation to our meeting point and only pay for the 4-day workshop.
Current information, dates, and prices can be found on the website.

